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songs.News Northwest faces strong Chinook forecast The lack of rain across the Northwest has prompted farmers to rush to

plant crops. By Ed Hinkel Posted: 12/01/2012 05:42:06 PM PST Updated: 12/02/2012 07:28:03 AM PST Click photo to
enlarge Southwest Mounted Patrol cowboy Pete Casey brings in his horses at Arapahoe County Fairgrounds in Colorado

Springs, Colo. Mounted Patrol has been patrolling on horseback around the Northwest since the late 1800s. While they can take
off any time, they make sure to protect the public, "especially the little guys," said chief horse officer Bob Degenhart. IMAGE:
ERIC CHRISTENSEN As the Northwest looks to an unseasonably dry 2011-2012 winter, ranchers are scrambling to get their
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livestock to calving grounds. In the north, the state of Oregon expects the annual production of wheat to drop 17 percent, barley
4 percent and other fields may be cut in half, according to the Oregon Department of Agriculture. "It's not a pretty outlook,

especially considering the fact that the Northwest is such an agricultural area," said Oregon State University Extension Service
for Crops and Water. As a result, ranchers have rushed to plant crops and have seen excellent early response to the seeds. "I've
seen some really good grain fields, which is a bit unusual for this time of the year," said David Powers, an extension service for
Crops and Water agent based in Pendleton, Ore. "It's not quite the same, but it's still a good show of progress," he said. Powers
added, "The early results will be a great relief for Oregonians, and will help to make up for the poor crops of 2011." It could

take three to six weeks for growers to see 82157476af
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